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DP-complete. 3: 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The polytopal approach of Edmonds and Fulkerson has been, used with grca! 
success in the development of polynomial algorithms for a number of combinatorial 
optimization problems, including weighted matching and weighted matroid inter- 
section (for an introduction to the subject of polyhedral combinatorics see the 
annotated bibliography in [Gr2]). It has been tempting to apply the same 
methodology to hard problems in the area, such as the traveling salesman problem. 
This, however, requires a complete understanding of the facets of the corresponding 
polytope, that is, the non-redundant linear inequalities that describe the problem. 
Characterizing the facets of the traveling salesman polytope has been one of the 
most perplexing (and well-studied) problems in combinatorics in the past forty 
years. Several authors have added, by ingenious constructions, new classes of facets 
to those already known [Ch, DFJ, Grl, GP, PY]. However, no end to this process 
is currently in sight. 
In [PY], a complexity-theoretic analysis of the phenomenon was attempted, and 
as a result, the class Dp was introduced. This class contains all languages that can 
be considered as the difference of two languages in NP (or, equivalently, the inter- 
section of a language in NP and one in co-NP). Many important problems are in 
Dp, and some of them are complete for that class (typical examples are problems 
like: recognizing pairs of formulae, one satisfiable and the other unsatisfiable, called 
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SAT-UNSAT; recognizing facets of the clique polytope; and the versions of 
optimization problems in which one is asked whether a given number is precisely 
the optimal cost). The class Dp has since been the subject of considerable study. 
More results are now known about its structural properties [BG] and its complete 
problems under both polynomial time reduction [Ba, Co], as well as the novel ran- 
domized reduction of [VV]. The class Dp contains the problem TSP FACETS 
(“Given an inequality, is it a facet of the corresponding traveling salesman poly- 
tope?“) and several other problems related to “critical combinatorics” (examples: 
minimal non-3-colorable planar graphs, maximal non-Hamiltonian graphs, minimal 
unsatisfiable Boolean formulae, etc.). 
IJnfortunately (and despite the title of [PY]) it has not yet been shown that TSP 
FACETS is complete for Dp. Thus, the complexity of the facets problem, which 
motivated the definition of the class, had not been identified with it. In fact, nor are 
any “critical” problems (related to TSP FACETS by [PY]) known to be complete. 
In [PY] it is conjectured that such problems are complete, but it is also pointed 
out that “the constructions [involved in completeness proofs] would have to be 
extremely delicate.... Most reduction methods (e.g., the ones employing “gadgets”) 
do not even preserve criticality, let alone create a critical [object] from a non- 
critical one.” 
In this paper we show that TSP FACETS is indeed DP-complete, thus justifying 
the original motivation for the class Dp. The hardest step is the proof that a starting 
critical problem, namely “minimal unsatisfiability” (given a Boolean formula in 
3-CNF, is it true that it is unsatisfiable, but removing any clause makes it 
satisfiable?), is DP-complete. Our approach for circumventing the impediments 
apparently inherent in criticality is to perform the reduction in two stages: we 
reduce satisfiability and unsatisfiability to separate instances of minimal 
unsatisfiability, and then we reduce two instances of minimal unsatisfiability to one. 
Our construction uses a novel analysis of the covering properties of sets of truth 
assignments of a formula, in order to induce minimality. We present this result in 
Section 2. 
In Section 3 we show that minimal unsatisfiability can be reduced to the problem 
of determining whether a graph has no Hamilton circuit, but the addition of any 
edge creates one. This, together with a proof in [PY] reducing the latter problem 
to TSP FACETS, completes the result. Our reduction is a delicate variant of stan- 
dard Hamilton circuit reductions. Handling the issue of criticality necessitated that 
the constructions be extremely simple; as a result, from our proof one can extract 
reductions to the Hamilton circuit problem that are much simpler than those 
known before. 
In Section 4 we carry the proof of Section 2 further, to show that CRITICAL 
CLIQUE is DP-complete. This yields an alternative proof for the DP-completeness 
of CLIQUE FACETS. (The proof in [PY] involves a reduction from EXACT 
CLIQUE.) We also discuss other critical problems which have been shown to be 
DP-complete by reductions from minimal unsatisliability. Once again the reductions 
must be carefully done if criticality is to be transferred to the new problem. 
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2. MINIMAL UNSATISFIABILITY 
MINIMAL UNSATISFIABILITY is the following computational problem: 
“Given a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form with at most three literals 
per clause and at most three occurrences of each variable (and therefore at most 
two occurrences of each literal), is it true that it is unsatisfiable, yet removing any 
clause renders it satisfiable?’ It is one of the problems studied in [PY], and in fact 
conjectured to be complete for Dp. In contrast, the following problem, known as 
SAT-UNSAT, is known to be D”-complete [PY]: “Given two Boolean formulae F 
and G, is it true that F is satisfiable and G unsatisfiable?” In this section we show 
THEOREM 1. MINIMAL UNSATISFIABILITY is DP-complete. 
Proof: It is easy to argue that it is in Dp. To show completeness, we shall reduce 
SAT-UNSAT to MINIMAL UNSATISFIABILITY in two stages. We call UNSAT 
the problem of determining whether a Boolean formula is unsatisfiable. 
LEMMA 1. There is a polynomial many-one reduction from UNSAT to 
MINIMAL UNSA TISFIA BILIT Y, 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let F= C, A C, A . A C, be an instance of UNSAT 
where each clause, C;, is the disjunction (logical or) of three literals, Cj = 
(xj, + xi2 + xj3). Our argument involves the set S of all possible assignments of the 
variables of F (whether or not the assignments actually satisfy F). We say that a 
clause C, = x,i + xi2 + xj3 couers a subset 9?( Ci) of S consisting of the set of those 
assignments in which all three literals of C, are false (and which thus cannot be 
satisfying truth assignments of F). It follows that F is satisfiable if and only if not all 
of S is covered by Fs clauses (i.e., u %( Ci) # S). F is minimally unsatisfiable if all of 
S is covered, and each clause of F covers some portion of S which is not covered by 
any other clause. 
This brings us to the proof. Given F, we want to generate a new formula, G, such 
that G is minimally unsatisfiable if and only if F is unsatisfiable. G will be guaran- 
teed to be minimal (that is, removing any clause results in a satisfiable formula), yet 
it will be satisfiable if and only if F was. (Notice that the lemma follows if G is con- 
structed in polynomial time.) The variables of G include those of F plus new 
variables yi, one introduced for each clause Cj of F. Let Y be the disjunct of all the 
new variables, Y = y, + y, + ... + y,, and (Y- yi) be the disjunct of all the new 
variables except yi. Let T denote the set of all truth assignments of the variables of 
G. Let S’ be the subset of T in which all the new variables are set to false: Y = false. 
The sets S’ and S will be closely related in the reduction: for each clause C in F 
there will be a clause D in G which will cover an analogous region in S’, as C 
covered in S. However, D will also cover some region in T outside S’, as diagram- 
med below. These regions may overlap in s’ (reflecting the fact that F may’ not be 
minimally unsatisfiable), but they will be guaranteed not to overlap outside S’. So, 
each clause of G will cover some assignment which no other clause covers. Then, by 
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exploiting symmetry, we can carefully cover the rest of the region outside S’ with 
other clauses and obtain a formula G which is guaranteed to be minimal (removing 
a clause will leave G satisfiable) but will be satisfiable if and only if F is satisfiable 
(Fig. 1). 
For each clause Ci of F, we include in G the clause Di = (Ci + ( Y - y,)); that is, 
we add to each clause the disjunct of all the new variables except the one associated 
with the clause. This new clause will cover the same region in S’ as Ci covers in S, 
and it also covers a region outside S’, in which yi is set to true. 
We will now cover the rest of the region outside S’. We shall first cover the rest 
of the assignments in which a single y variable is set to true. For each clause Ci = 
(xi, + xi2 + xi3), we introduce clauses which cover the region that the previous 
clauses do not cover, and where yi = true and ( Y - yi) = false; i.e., the clauses Eik = 
(X, + ( Y - yi) + yj), for k = 1, 2, 3. Then to cover regions where two y variables are 
set to true, include the clause H, = (yi + Ji) for every pair of variables yi and yj, 
i # j. 
We next notice that each of the clauses covers some region of T which-no other 
term covers, thus maintaining that G is minimal. In particular, clause Di is the only 
one that covers the assignments where Ci = Y - yi = false and all other variables 
are true. E, is the only clause that covers xik = true, xikc = Y - yi = false for k’ # k, 
and all other variables true. And finally H, is the only one that covers yi = yj = true 
and all others false. Hence, removing any clause from G definitely results in a 
satisfiable formula. 
Let us now prove that F is satisfiable if and only if G is. If F is satisfiable, then 
the same assignment satisfying F also satisfies G, with Y = false. Suppose now that 
G is satisfiable. At most one y variable can be true in the satisfying truth 
assignment, because otherwise the H clauses cannot be all satisfied. Suppose it is yj. 
Then, for Ejk to be satisfied, k = 1, 2, 3, it must be the case that all literals in Cj are 
false. Thus, 0, is not satisfied bythe truth assignment, a contradiction. It follows 
that no y variable is true in the truth assignment satisfying G, and thus the same 
truth assignment also satisfies F. i 
LEMMA 2. There is a polynomial many-one reduction from SATISFIABILITY to 
MINIMAL UNSA TISFIABILITY. 
Sketch. The proof is almost the same as for Lemma 1. Simply use the same 
reduction, but introduce an extra clause which covers exactly the region s’ (i.e., the 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 1 
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clause (Y)). Then G is guaranteed to be unsatisfiable, but it will be minimal if and 
only if F is satisfiable. If F is unsatisfiable, then the extra term could be removed, 
and G would remain unsatisfiable. 1 
LEMMA 3. There is a polynomial many-one reduction from two instances of 
MINIMAL UNSATISFIABILITY (F, and F,) to one instance (G), such that G is 
minimally unsatisfiable if and only tf F, and F, are. 
Proof Let F, and F2 have disjoint variable sets and perform the reduction as 
follows: For each possible pair of clauses, one from F, and one from F,, add to G a 
clause which is the disjunct of the pair of clauses. Then, removing a clause from G is 
tantamount to removing one clause from each of F, and F2. i 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, Lemma 3 is used to combine 
the two reductions in Lemmas 1 and 2 to obtain a complete reduction from 
SAT-UNSAT to MINIMAL UNSATISFIABILITY, thus proving MINIMAL 
UNSATISFIABILITY P-complete. 
COROLLARY. MINIMAL UNSATISFIABILITY is Dp complete for formulas 
with the following added constraints: Each clause has at most 3 literals, no variable 
occurs more than three times, no literal occurs more than twice, and each clause has a 
literal occuring only once in the formula. 
Proof. The standard reductions for diminishing the number of literals in a 
clause and instances of literals in a formula [GJ], with a few adjustments, maintain 
minimalness. They are easily combined to obtained this result. 
A minor complication arises when reducing the number of times each variable 
occurs. If variable x occurs 1 times in G, with k of the occurrences positive, replace 
each positive occurrence by a unique literal from x,, . . . . xk and each negative 
occurrence by a unique literal from xk+ ,, . . . . x1. Then add clauses (X, +x2) A 
(X* +x3) A .” A (XI-, +x,). (The usual reductions include the term (X, +x,), but 
this would not maintain minimalness.) Each literal xi occurs at most three times in 
the new formula. Notice that the new clauses are logically eqivalent to (xi 3 
x2 = . . . * xl), where removing a clause deletes an implication. Let the formula 
thus created be H. 
A satisfying assignment of G will satisfy H by choosing xi = x2 = . . . = x, = x. 
Conversely, suppose H is satisfiable. Then a satisfying assignment of H must set 
x, =x* = . . . = xj = false (for some j), and the rest of the xi+ i = xj+ z = . . = 
x, = true. Now, if xk is set to true in this satisfying assignment, then setting all the 
x:s to true will also satisfy H, since this can only increase the number of true literals 
in H. Similarly, if xk is set to false, then setting x, = x2 = . . . = x, = false will also 
satisfy H. Thus G is satisfiable if and only if H is. 
To see that the reduction maintains minimalness, notice a formula is minimally 
unsatisfiable if and only if it is unsatisfiable but negating any single literal renders 
the formula satisfiable (with an assignment setting that literal to true). Thus, if G is 
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minimally unsatisfiable, so is H, since removing one of the clauses of the form 
(Xi + xi+ i) leaves H satisfable: if xi corresponds to an unnegated literal (i.e., i< k, 
above) then setting xi to true and x, =x2 = ... =xipl = xi+1 = ... =x,=false is 
tantamount to negating the ith lieral in G. The case when xi is a negated instance is 
symmetric, and the corollary follows. 1 
This last form of MINIMAL UNSATISFIABILITY is the one used to prove our 
main result in the next section. 
3. TSP FACETS 
The MNHG (MAXIMUM NON-HAMILTONIAN GRAPH) problem is the 
following: “Given an undirected graph G = (I’, E) is it true that it has no Hamilton 
circuit, but adding any edge to E creates a Hamilton circuit?” The following has 
been shown [PY]: 
THEOREM 2. MNHG is polynomially reducible to TSP FACETS. 
In this section we show 
THEOREM 3. MINIMAL UNSATISFIABILITY is polynomially reducible to 
MNHG. 
Notice that, together with Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we arrive at the desired 
result : 
COROLLARY. TSP FACETS is DP-complete. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3 is another in the long list of reductions from a 
satisfiability problem to a Hamilton circuit problem [GJT, PSI. Starting from a 
formula F, we construct a graph G(F) such that G(F) is maximal non-Hamiltonian 
if and only if F is minimal unsatisfiable. To understand the construction better, we 
must first contrast it with previous reductions of this sort. Such reductions have 
been based on certain subgraphs (with the unfortunate name “gadgets”) playing the 
role of logical gates, Boolean variables, and clauses. There is a variable gadget, 
which simply consists of two parallel paths forcing a Hamilton circuit to choose a 
value (true or false). We have this in our construction as well, There is a clause 
gadget, which forces one of the three literals in each clause to be true. Finally, there 
is an “exclusive-or” gadget, whose function is to propagate consistently the value 
chosen by a variable to all its occurrences in clauses. Figure 2 shows the “standard” 
variable (2b), clause (2a), and exclusive-or (2~) gadgets for the Hamilton circuit 
problem, copied from [PSI. Usually the gadgets for the variables are joined in 
series, followed by the clause gadgets, with appropriate connections via exclusive-or 
gadgets, and finally the cycle is closed. The resulting graph has a Hamilton circuit if 
and only if F was satisfiable. 
PAPADIMITRIOU AND WOLFE 
FIGURE 2 
Unfortunately, the situation on hand is quite a bit more complex. If we use the 
gadgets in Fig. 2 for our proof, it would be relatively easy to show that the graph 
constructed is Hamiltonian if and only if F is satisfiable. However, it would be 
extremely challenging to show that if F is minimal unsatisfiable, then adding a new 
edge results in a Hamilton circuit. Actually, for most edges this would not be true. 
Adding these “harmless” edges to the graph and carrying out the case-by-case 
analysis for the missing edges would be nearly impossible. To make our proof 
work, we had to discover a number of significant simplifications to the standard 
constructions: 
First, the gadgets need not be arranged in series, with the variables first and then 
the clauses, appropriately connected. It suffices to connect all the endpoints of all 
gadgets, and the proof still goes through. Next, the old-fashioned exclusive-or 
gadget can be simplified by removing two of the internal nodes, then several extra 
edges must be added in order to induce criticality; the result is the gadget shown in 
Fig. 3c. It is easy to see that this subgraph indeed behaves as an exclusive-or, in 
b d 3 4 5 
(b) 
FIGURE 3 
(4 
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that, when it appears in a graph, it behaves as it were two edges ab and cd, of which 
exactly one is traversed in any Hamilton circuit. If a literal occurs in two clauses, 
then two exclusive-or gadgets are attached as in Fig. 3d. However, the crucial 
simplification that enabled our proof was that essentially there is no need for a 
clause gadget, as the simple device in Fig. 3a ensures that at least one of the three 
paths is not traversed in a Hamilton circuit. 
The construction is simply the following: For each variable we have two nodes 
connected by two parallel paths as in Fig. 3b. For each clause we have three nodes 
forming a triangle, with the three sides corresponding to the three literals of the 
clause. If a clause has only two variables, then only two nodes are used as in the 
variable gadget. Finally, we connect by exclusive-or gadgets the path corresponding 
to each literal to the path(s) corresponding to the (one or two) occurrence(s) of the 
literal. All external nodes (those in Fig. 3a and b) are connected by edges in all 
possible ways. 
LEMMA 4. The resulting graph G(F) is Hamiltonian if and only if formula F is 
satisfiable. 
Proof. Suppose that a Hamilton circuit exists. Then, it must traverse at most 
one of the two parallel paths for each variable (if it traverses neither, this 
corresponds to a truth assignment in which both x and X are false). When at a 
variable gadget the edge corresponding to a literal is traversed, we understand that 
the literal is true: the corresponding edge in the clause gadgets in which the literal 
appears need not be traversed. Now, since not all three edges of a clause gadget can 
be traversed, we must conclude that this truth assignment does not make all three 
literals of any clause false; that is, it satisfies F. Conversely, given any satisfying 
truth assignment, we traverse by pieces of the Hamilton circuit the appropriate 
edges of all variable, clause gadgets, and exclusive-or gadgets, and connect these 
pieces together to form a Hamilton circuit. We are always able to perform the last 
step, since external nodes are connected in all possible ways. 1 
The hard part is to show that the graph is maximal non-Hamiltonian if and only 
if F is minimal unsatisfiable. The proof is based on a careful case-by-case analysis of 
the “malfunctions” of the exclusive-or gadget when adding extra edges. There are 
three kinds of possible malfunctions, depending on which of the external nodes are 
picked up by the traversal of the gadget by a Hamilton circuit (remember, in nor- 
mal operation, without any added edges, we are guaranteed to have exactly one of 
the paths ab and cd in the circuit). First, there is a malfunction in which we enter 
the gadget from a (or, by symmetry, from b), traverse all internal nodes, and exit 
from some other edge (presumably the added one). This is called a malfunction of 
type xa. If it is possible to enter through the gadget through any external node, 
strip the gadget, and exit through the added edge; it is called a xa + xc malfunction. 
The third malfunction is the ac one: the circuit enters the gadget at a, visits all 
internal nodes, and exist at c. (There are also the malfunctions obtained by 
symmetry from these basic three.) 
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LEMMA 5. Adding any edge to G(F) results in u malfunction. 
ProoJ: It suffices to examine edges between two internal nodes of the same 
gadget, and between an internal and an external node; the result would then also 
follow for edges between internal nodes of different gadgets, with malfunctions 
resulting in both gadgets. We number the nodes of the gadget as shown in Fig. 3; x 
is any other external node. By symmetry, we only need consider fourteen kinds of 
edges. The various kinds of edges that can be added are listed in Table I, with the 
corresponding kind of malfunction that results, and the traversal that causes it. The 
verification is left to the reader. 1 
The following result now completes the proof: 
LEMMA 6. F is minimal unsatisfiable if and only if G(F) is maximal non- 
Hamiltonian. 
Proof: Suppose that F is minimal unsatisfiable. By Lemma 4, G(F) is non- 
Hamiltonian; we shall show it is minimal. Suppose we add any edge to G(F). By 
Lemma 5, at least one exclusive-or gadget malfunctions. Furthermore, if the edge 
added is between two exclusive-or gadgets associated with the same literal, then one 
of the malfunctions is of type xa + xc. Consider now the truth assignment that 
satisfies all clauses of F except the one involved in the malfunction, and traverse all 
gadgets except for the malfunctioning one as suggested by this truth assignment, as 
in the proof of Lemma 4. We obtain a set of node-disjoint paths that can be 
thought of as pieces of a circuit. Two of these pieces are the path connecting two 
sides of the triangle corresponding to the clause under consideration and the path 
TABLE 1 
Edge Malfunction Traversal 
al 
a7 
a8 
a9 
02 
04 
07 
14 
16 
19 
49 
x0 
xl 
x9 
ac 
ac 
ac 
ac 
ac 
ac 
ac 
ac 
ac 
ac 
ac 
xa 
xa+xc 
xa+xc 
a1098762345c 
a7654321098c 
a8901762345c 
a9801762345c 
a3456712098c 
a3217654098c 
a3456217098c 
a3267890145c 
aO987162345c 
~~0891762345~ 
aO123498765c 
x0987126543a 
x123456789Oa 
~1267890345~ 
x987654321Oa 
~9012345678~ 
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corresponding to the literal that is the negation of the one in consideration. It is not 
hard to see, however, that the traversal of the malfunctioning gadget maintains the 
node-disjointness of the collection. The triangle of the clause is not closed into a cir- 
cuit, because no traversal from a to b (or from c to d) is necessary. Malfunction of 
type xa (or xc) joins the path of the other two edges of the opposite literal triangle 
(or of the triangle) to the external node: malfunction UC joins the other two edges of 
the triangle with the path of the opposite literal. Now these pieces can be put 
together to form a Hamilton circuit. 
Conversely, suppose that G(F) is maximal non-Hamiltonian. F is unsatisfiable; 
we shall show it is minimal. Each clause has a literal occurring only once in the for- 
mula. Adding edge al to its corresponding exclusive-or gadget creates a Hamilton 
circuit. This circuit, however, traverses all other gadgets in the ordinary way. This 
means, by the argument of Lemma 4, that the formula consisting of all clauses 
except for the one involved in the added edge is satisfiable. 1 
4. RELATED RESULTS 
We now consider the problem CRITICAL CLIQUE: “Given a graph G and 
integer k, is it the case that G has no clique of size k, but the graph obtained by 
adding any edge to G does have a clique of size k?” Lovasz observes that 
CRITICAL CLIQUE is reducible to CLIQUE FACETS (similar to the reduction 
in Theorem 2). Hence proving CRITICAL CLIQUE DP-complete provides an 
alternate proof for the DP-completeness of CLIQUE FACETS. (The proof in [PY] 
involves a reduction from EXACT CLIQUE.) The following proof, due to 
V. Vazirani, establishes the DP-completeness of CRITICAL CLIQUE [Vaz]. 
THEOREM 4. CRITICAL CLIQUE is DP-complete. 
Proof: It will be more convenient to prove the DP-completeness of the 
equivalent problem, CRITICAL VERTEX COVER: “Given a graph G and an 
integer k, is it the case that G has no vertex cover of size k, but the graph obtained 
by removing any edge does have a vertex cover of size k?” 
The standard reduction from SAT to VERTEX COVER (see [GJ, p. 551 for 
notation used here), with some small adjustments, maintains criticality. The 
variable setting gadgets must be complicated slightly by adding one common node 
u, and a new node ui for each variable ui. Then add edges (ui, vi), (Ui, vi) and (vi, u). 
This still reduces SAT to VERTEX COVER by choosing k = 2n + 2m: any vertex 
cover must include two nodes from each {ui, iii, vi}-triangle and each clause- 
triangle. Furthermore, since this accounts for all k nodes, u cannot be included in 
the cover, so all nodes uj must be included. So only one of each variable node pair 
is in the cover, and the rest of the proof goes through as in [GJ]. 
Now, removing an edge from a variable node to a clause node (e.g., (ui, u,[j])) 
is tantamount to deleting the clause: two nodes must still be used to cover the edges 
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of the clause, but if we use ar[j] and u,[j], the clause need not be satisfied by the 
choices of the variables. Therefore if G is k-critical, F is minimally unsatisfiable. 
For the other direction, assume F is minimally unsatisfiable. Then removing any 
edge in G will leave a k-vertex covering of the graph: 
(a) If the edge connects a variable to a clause, the clause is, in effect, removed 
as in the proof in the other direction. 
(b) If the edge removed was part of a triangle, only one vertex of the triangle 
need be included to cover its remaining edges. Then the extra vertex can be used to 
cover u, completely destroying the gadget: all the ui and Ui vertices can be covered 
(except, perhaps, the vertices associated with the removed edge), thus “satisfying” 
all the clauses. 
(c) If, lastly, the edge is (v,, u), then include both ui and U, in the vertex 
covering. This “satisfies” all clauses with the associated variable, and so is 
equivalent to removing all clauses with negated instances of the variable. 1 
Several new completeness results have been obtained by reductions from 
MINIMAL UNSATISFIABILITY. Graph MINIMAL 3-COLORABILITY, for 
instance, is the following problem: “Given a graph G, is it true that G is not 
colorable with 3 colors, but deleting any node from G results in a 3-colorable 
graph?” Cai and Meyer show this problem P-complete by designing more 
sensitive gadgets than those used in the usual colorability reductions [CM]. 
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